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            Abstract
Understanding the function of a tissue requires knowing the spatial organization of its constituent cell types. In the cerebral cortex, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has revealed the genome-wide expression patterns that define its many, closely related neuronal types, but cannot reveal their spatial arrangement. Here we introduce probabilistic cell typing by in situ sequencing (pciSeq), an approach that leverages previous scRNA-seq classification to identify cell types using multiplexed in situ RNA detection. We applied this method by mapping the inhibitory neurons of mouse hippocampal area CA1, for which ground truth is available from extensive previous work identifying their laminar organization. Our method identified these neuronal classes in a spatial arrangement matching ground truth, and further identified multiple classes of isocortical pyramidal cell in a pattern matching their known organization. This method will allow identifying the spatial organization of closely related cell types across the brain and other tissues.
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                    Fig. 1: Detection of 99 genes in a mouse brain coronal section.


Fig. 2: Cell-type map of CA1 from an example experiment (experiment 4-3, right hemisphere).


Fig. 3: Validation of cell calling.



                


                
                    
                
            

            
                Data availability


Analysis files are available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7150760.v1 and an interactive online viewer is at http://insitu.cortexlab.net. The raw image files are available from corresponding authors upon reasonable request. Source data for Figs. 1–3 are presented with the paper.



Code availability


Code of the ProMMT algorithm for gene selection is available at https://github.com/cortex-lab/Transcriptomics. Code for probe design is available at https://github.com/Moldia/multi_padlock_design. MATLAB code for image analysis and cell typing is available at https://github.com/kdharris101/iss. A Python version of the cell-calling algorithm, designed to work with StarFISH data standards, is available at https://github.com/acycliq/cell_call. All custom code is freely accessible.
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